July 2020 — Over the Horizon Market Commentary by David Offer
Australia is presently a divided country. On one hand, West Australians, South Australians, Queenslanders, Tasmanians
and the Northern Territorians are enjoying a relatively normal lifestyle. Conversely Victorians, unable to curb the daily
rate of Covid-19 infection, are facing varying degrees of severe lockdown with Melburnian residents presently in the eye
of the storm. New South Wales, while open for business, continues to walk along the precipice; with daily infections in
Sydney hovering frustratingly in the teens. It is yet to be seen if they will pull back from the brink or be forced to follow
the more severe Victorian lockdown path.
Western Australia’s hard border approach is looking better by the day, with Queensland the latest state to take strong
border measures by closing its border to New South Wales, the ACT and Victoria. Hopefully, Queensland’s actions will
stand WA in good stead with the upcoming Palmer vs Western Australia High Court challenge, which will determine if
closing the border is ‘reasonably required’.
As illustrated by the Victorian government response and state responses in general, it is clear that Australia’s strategy is
to eliminate all community transmission of Covid-19. Given how close Australia was to realising this goal in June, the
steps being undertaken in Victoria now and the reduced number of people being allowed to enter the country, we are
optimistic this will be achieved over the next few months. As case numbers fall, particularly in Victoria, the likelihood of
Covid-19 inadvertently spreading to other states including WA will diminish.
Allowing for next year (2021) to develop a suitable vaccine or treatment and the following year (2022) to distribute
globally (there are 7.8 billion of us!), it appears likely that overseas travel will remain restricted until at least 2023. It’s
just as well we live in a big country …
It is clear that the Federal Government is going to spend whatever it takes to support the economy through this Covid-19
period. This may explain in part why our share market has remained overall relatively resilient. While substantial Federal
Government debt will be the major legacy of Covid-19 and is clearly a worry, Australia’s Federal debt is not excessive by
international comparisons. For example, China’s Federal debt stands at 55% of GDP, Germany at 70%, the UK 100% and
US at 108% of GDP. When one looks at global share markets such as the US share market, high national debt does not
appear to have been an impediment to date for overall share market performance.
Also in Australia’s favour are record low interest rates, with the Federal Government able to borrow at just 0.8525% per
annum when issuing new 10 year bonds. Likewise, that the Federal Government owns liquid assets such as the Future
Fund. Finally, that Australians have $2.7 trillion in superannuation savings alone. The size of this superannuation pool
puts into context the $42 billion withdrawn out of super in coronavirus support payments; which amount to just 1.55% of
our national collective superannuation savings.
As discused in last month’s letter, share market performance has not been uniform. Technology, health care and
resource based shares focused on gold and iron ore have enjoyed an extraordinary run since the pandemic began, while
sectors like banking, property and oil have all suffered. In the middle are many industrial shares which, while impacted
by Covid-19, stand to recover strongly in future years. Taking a 2 to 3 year view, many of these companies are trading at
very attractive historical valuations.
Paying excessively for shares not impacted by (or even benefiting from) Covid-19 creates its own set of risks. History has
shown that today’s winners are unlikely to be the winners of tomorrow. Our preference is to seek value where the Covid19 risk is managable.
An example is Suncorp Group. The nation’s 5th largest bank has fallen in line with the majors, almost halving in share
price over the last 2 years. However, being a Queensland centric bank, Suncorp’s customers would not have been
impacted by anywhere near the same extent as the majors with their far greater NSW and Victoria centric focus. Suncorp
is well capitalised, has diversified earnings and is expected to be able to the pay a fully franked dividend of 4.7% in 2021,
growing to 6.6% in 2020.

The following table details companies we consider worthy of consideration at the current time, along with forecast
dividend yield and price earnings (PE) ratio for the 2020/21 finanical year. Please click on the company name below for
more information.

As per the following share price charts, these companies are generally signficantly marked down from former pre Covid19 share price levels suggesting substantial upside should business conditions start to normalise.
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We consider the above spread of shares would make the beginning of an excellent long-term diversified share portfolio. If
you would like to discuss your portfolio or any of the above in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact our
office. We would welcome your call.
Please be advised that next week I will be on study leave, having scheduled to do the industry stipulated compliance exam
on Monday 17 August. As such, I will not be back in the office until Wednesday 19th August. Over this period, I will be
checking my emails only intermittently. In my absence James Cawdell will be able to assist with any queries you may
have.
Finally, as part of meeting our annual compliance obligations, please Click Here to acces your annual Fee Disclosure
Statement (FDS) for the 2019/20 financial year.
Please continue to take care and stay safe.
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